
Clathrate chemistry

•Weird stuff -ice that burns

•In oceans may melt, lead to warming

•First discuss what, why, where..then

•How can we know more?

•Can we handle problems arising?

METHANE CLATHRATES



Cars, cow

•Trap heat in the atmosphere

•Most important contain carbon

•CO2 up from 300 to 400 ppm

•Methane 20x stronger GHG

•Up 1 to 2 ppm

GREENHOUSE GASES

CO2 source

CH4 source



Snow, mud

•Organic goo rains through ocean -dead things and poop

•Turns into methane but traps in shallow, cold sediment

•This means it is mainly an Arctic problem

THE HIDDEN METHANE

“Marine Snow” Clathrate portrait











Detection, mining



CLATHRATE EXTRAS



CCSM 200 year T

 

1% Carbon dioxide rise, change in bottom T 200 years



GF Classic Diagram



IDEALIZED DESTAB
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•Estimate clathrate redistribution for peripheral sea, the Barents

•Enfolds 3 ecoprovinces and is understudied, inherently complex

•Adopt appropriate values from literature for all uncertain parameters

•70% porosity,10% saturation, 50 degree per kilometer geogradient

•Overall budget is consistent with global values -lies on high side but 
this is the argument for a remote region with high productivity

•We also differ in applying a detailed, dynamic release model

•For simple T ramp 5o/100y, 0.1 GtC/y on sharply in 1-3 decades, then
rises 0.1 GtC per decade with no mass limits

•Reference points - Barents oxygen burden 0.3 GtC equivalents,
Arctic tropospheric CH4 cycles at 0.05GtC/0.3y or 0.15 GtC/y

IDEALIZED BARENTS DESTABILIZATION







EFFECTS, UNCERTAINTIES
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•Arctic warming is accelerated even at depth, sediment systems 
there are productive but understudied

•Archer review and others point out that there may already be 
Siberian leakage and more is coming on decadal scale

•Identify fast potential sources of basin scale hypoxia or Δphotochem,
bubble rise and column biorates determine which

•Downward uncertainties huge -saturation, porosity, distribution in z

•But also upward -downstream waters including the extra-Arctic,
permeability, decadal temperature variability, current shifts

•Polar onset sudden, but rises are then gradual to GtC/y at 30-100y 
-global photochemistry and the greenhouse both susceptible

•Arctic clathrates deserve focused model and measurement attention

DISTINCTIONS, EFFECTS, UNCERTAINTIES





Sed Rate & Org Content

Global compilations of
sediment accumulation rate
and weight fraction organic
carbon show that critical
areas of the arctic are
likely to hold clathrate
extremes but simultaneously
are understudied







Results: Release Rates
QCH4 = 0.86 - 1.3 ST m3/yr/m2

QCH4 = 38 - 58 mol/yr/m2

QCH4 = 0.16 - 0.23 ST m3/yr/m2

QCH4 = 7.1 - 10 mol/yr/m2

QCH4 = 0.049 - 0.062 ST m3/yr/m2

QCH4 = 2.2 - 2.8 mol/yr/m2


